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INTRODUCTION

During he i_st half-century, the inves igation of play

has fell-wed a rather torturous course. The interwar period

Jr 7\rerTi.:a and -.]urop (1325-19?,9) signalled a RenaissaLce in

play research. Buhier (1928), Isaacs (1930) , Hurlock (1934),

Markey (1935), ald Valentine (1938) were among the many

influential contributors. Even after World War II, for a time,

there was some quite significant work done on play--by Piaget

(1951) , by Erikson (1950) , and by Hartley (1952) . Then with

the Cold War and the race for hegemony, there came the demand

for empiricism and utilitarianism. Behaviorism flourished as

did the physical and applied sciences, 1-Jut play r.search did

not. It seemed patently obvious at the time that play could

neither put astrnaut- on the moon nor socialize the young in

a predictable way. So, it was not until the middle 1960's

that some psychologists again felt enc_u-aged to investigate

this elusive phenomenon called play.

One of the many, and perhaps the most striking, paradoxes

concerning play that remains unresolved is that no- there

exists a mountain of research and theory demonstrating the

primacy of play for the child's development, yet there has

been little institutional recognition of this fact.

Smith (1966), one of the most prolific investigators

alludes to this priwacy when he says,

Sutton-

of play,

Play is not solely a cognitive function nor solely
conative or affective, but an expressive form sui
generis with its cwn unique purpose on the human



It is therefore remarkable in cognitiva
terms for its uniqueness, in affective terms for
its personal expression of feeling, and in cona-
tive terms for its autonomy.

Now this may be merely suggestivrT- and only metaphor, but the

literature = 5 enite plicit on the matter.

The Effects of Play on Child Development

The Roic of Play in Social DevoloP pt_ _

in the realm of _ocial development, Smilansky

(1968) indicates that "socioar latic" play (i.e,, make-believe

with others) allows the child to incorporate facts and investi-

gate and revise his under-t=- ding of the subtleties of society's

institutional relationships. In ha__ view sociodramatic play

for the child the means to the end of active social parti-

cipation in the r al world (teleological though this v ew may

be).

Alexander (1967), the children's playgroup is one of

the three most universal primary social groups. From various

other anthropological points of view, the child through make-

believe is seen to be deciphering his culture's syst-m of

context-hondedness, i.e. , the system of stratification of

social contexts and categories (after Batson, 1956).

Th- Role of Thematic Play in Emotional Development

area of emotional d.welopment, support for play's

fundamental role comes from -a y auarters. Specifically,



ag'Dt in his major work on play (195 nearly paraphrases

E iksen's theory of play (1950) when he says:

The conflict between obedience and individual
Liberty is, for example, the affliction of
childhood, and in real life the only solutions
to this conflict are submission, revolt, or
cooperation which involves some measure of
compromise. In play, however, the conflicts
are transposed in such a way that the ego is
revenged,.either by suppression of the problem
or by giving it an acceptable solution.

It is Erikson's contention, too, that believe is the

child's most natur 1 auto-therapeutic measure. According to

him, playing out a problem helps the child gain a sense of

mastery over his inner life and secondarily over his environment.

Through mako-believe the child can t lnscend his all too obvious

subordinate position and become the controller of events.

Strikingly, Garvey (1972 )- in her --holly unrelated work on the

underlying structur of make-believe, suggests, too, that one

of the most "intrinsically satisfying" features of socio-

dra atic play for the child participant is the elem-nt of

control.

Still from another point of view, that of Millar (1968),

in her exhaustive review of the area, one finds further support

for ikson's notion of play as a reflection of current per-

sonal concerns. Millar, from her information-processing

viewpoint, proposes that if it is correct to define -ake-believe

as thinking in action -ith f- constraints, then it is "almost

truism" that its content is dictated by whatever s of current

inte-est to the child. Whatever is new, impressive, connected

8



with s_mething important in the child's life is likely to have

some priority of being selected.

Finally, a longitudinal study by Fineman (1962) on

some of the other emoti nal paramoters of play, the mother-

child relari--ship was shol,

the Oevelop:, -f "ir qginative"

of critical importance

play. Children deficie

this skill exhibit greater dependence upon their mothe

adequate mastery, and greater unwillingness to accept

in

less

reality

than do children proficient in make-believe. Furthermore, the

mothers of children deficient in this skill show specific con-

flicts center d around the ex

life.

Make-believe and Creat vity

si n of their own fantasy

Some of the attention focused on play has been g nerat-d

by the apparent interconnection between make-believe and

creativity. Gerard (195 perhaps most provocatively, has

suggested the implications of this link: "Imagination not

reason creates the novel . t is to social inhe. 'tance what

mutation is to biological inheritance." In fact, Fe telson

and Ross (1973) speculate that th c!. personality traits one would

expect a child to use in make-believe, such as "innovative

creative modality," "intrinsic motivation," "perseverance,"

"self-confidence," aid "active engagement," are ex _tly the

same tra ts attributed to successful artists and scientists.

Some of the empirical studies (Dansky and Silverman, 1973;

Liebe- -n, 1965) on the relati nship between make-believe -d

9



creativity show that make-beli-ve can facilitate certain

established elements of cre;Itivity, e.g., associative fluency.

Moreover, Lieberman's work points to a strong relationship

between the quality of playfulness in a child's behavior and

various quantifiable elements of divergenl- though:: processes

in al--ideational fluency, 'ontanectis flexibility, and

inality.

The Role of Make believ_: in Cognitive Development

Piaq_ - functional analyses of symbolic play (1951)

have stressed predominantly this play for 's influence on

intellectual devol pment. In Piaget's view the child by making

believe comes increasingly to differentiate the subjective and

objective. Along this same line Vygotsky (1967) asserts that

through play thought becom s separated from situational con-

straints and progresses towards its more ab t act forms. In

short then symbolic play as seen from this perspective functions

like exploratory play, except that symbols rather than objects

are manipulated and investigated.

Millar (1958) and Lovi ( 974) maintain that symbolic

play helps to organize data into meaningful concepts and

facilitates the flexible use of these concepts. Since internal

thought is a rather late addi, ion to the child's 1:epertoi_

of skills the child "thinks" -ith his whole body during his

early years. Thus, toys and objects of all kinds, plus roles,

are used to cla .fy the eh ld's understandings and his thinking.

As an example, Lovinger's study indicates that when children are

1 0
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enabled to use sociodrL atic play their use of language

increases. Furthermore, this greater facility with language

is harnessed and employed in cognitive tasks that are handled

more effectively.

In fact, much work (Smilansky, 1968; Sigel, 1968; Sutton-

Smith, 1957; and Lovinger, 1974) su ge ts that di advantaged

children exhibit deficiencit,,s in their sociodramatic play and

at the - me time lack the more advanced cognitive abilities

cited above. Specifically, these children appear to end up

with disjointed pieces of experient al data rather than with

--lizations and concepts This prevents them from molding

e, and

from seeing things from different points of view. The evidence

dicate- that sociodramatic play a!ds in the needed integration

experiences.

existing concepts into new ones, from elaborating

Symbol_ic _Play and Biology

Taking the Jong view of the ethologists, one can argue

that play, in essence, allows the organism to exercise the

vol- (vis-a vis involultary) control systems of its CNS.

Volu_ ary controls inv lve various forms of competence such as

the anticipation of outcomes, the choice of inqtrumental

behaviors, freedom f rom immediate sens--y controls, a capacity

to sustain the direction and focus of behavior, sequential

organization, and skill in mobilizing internal resou_ -S. All

of the e abilities are integrally involved in play. So, from a
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biological or phylogenetic vie point, one could reca d play

as a developer of higher men proces =s.

This mass of work points to at least one conclusion beyond

the obvious one. That is, _it is apparont that play has pro-

fou d effucts on the child's J,1--;pment; however, none of

investigatols has ever info -ed from this evidence tbat one

would not expect to find sex differences in the production

make-believe. One q _stion, then, that the present study

proposes to investigat= is: Are there any quantitative dif e

ences in the amount of make-believe generated by girls as

opposed to boys a= , if so, what are some of the qualitative

dimensions of t,is difference?

Contextual Effects on Play

Long-term Developl Effects

Studies done as early as Gulick's in 1920 document the

absence of play among lower SES children in crowded metropolitan

tho United States. 's wcc 1029) in Vienna

further supports tbe importance of adequate spar:- to the devei p-

ment of play.

0-be-.- workers (Ammar, 1954; Feitel3o 1954; 1959; Levine

and Levine, 1963) have observed play behavior in rural c_ uni-

ties in both pre-indu trial awl industrial societies, fi ding a

scarcity of symbolic -1-_ 0 e can readily infer that time or

rather the lack of ii

environments.

pr

1 2

ably the crucial factor in these



Other evidence demonstrates the importance of the avail-

ability of materi Is. The works Gf Van Alstyne (1932) , Hullier

(1928) , Vale tine (1938) , and Vygotsky (1967) all point to the

necessity of access to play-props for the development of

symbolic play. Thus, the_ "good enough p ay environment

requires adequate space, time, and materials. 'VI- conclusion

to be drawn is that more or lessadleguate environments have

differential effects on the development of this skill.

Int d Individual Dif erencqE1119.11.

As an example of the early mork that is revealing in terms

of contextual effects, Parten's stlidy (1933) of play ir nursery

children shows that these children prefer to play in dyads;

are most often found playing in the sandbo doll-play areas,

and with trains/trucks/cars; andl axe most social wten

house. Thus, one may inler that_ group size, play area, and

play materials nave a significant effect on the Taantity of

play and on the quality of play and its attendant social inte

action.

Studies from the last ten or twelve years support these

findings and extend them. A moe extensive picture has ieeri

sketched showing the relationship letween various featlares of

the physical environment and the amounts and Xinids of zocia/

play behavior, choice of companions, aggresolve behavior, motor

activity, and so forth. For maniple, Swift (1964) ard Hiatt a d

Vaizey (1966) have shown that restriction of play space

increases conflicts between children. Hutt arid mecr (196-7)

1 3
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1oked at the differential effects of various space partition-

ings Gram2a (1970) and Siiuith (19 4) loolced at the changes in

play behavior as result of changes an the ki d- of equipment

provided. Gramza's vork, eSpeially, illustrates the incredible

sensitivity of ctilc'r n to subtle envdro nniental changes.

Smith 1974) found that simply the size of various play

apparatuses has differentdal effects cm the quantity and quality

f plzy. Most relev.ant fac the pIesent study is Smith's finding

thrt movable (and I 'would suggest enol ing) objects such as toy

chests and cardboard boxes gencrat aon5pieuously high levels of

maginative social play.

Consequently, ary study of mak -believe should pay close

attention to the c nte,<tual pararriet f the natural setting.

Unfortunately, no stidi.es have even begun to identify these

parameters in any systematic 1day. This identification of

contextual variables m.ouLd seem to e particularly important

in light of the many intervention and enxiehment studies

(Marshall and Hahn, 3.967; saltz and Johnson, 1974; Lovinger,

1974; Singer, 1973) that have boen carried out. The various

techniques used often ignore sone of the mfost fundamental factors

operating in a child's matura_ play setting. As an example,

Fett-lson and Ross (1973) tutored kindereaxteners in make-believe

3_n order to test a modelling hypothesis on symbolic play. The

fa t that some of their res-ults ar-e equivocal seems attributable

o their tuto ing procedure. That s, tile children were tutored

individually and all pre- a d posttest mea ures were taken under

it
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these.conditions. This design, then, completely neglects the

fact that the natural setting for a normal five-year-old's

make-believe play is a social one (see, for example, Piaget,

1952; Smilansky, 1968).

Therefore, both from the viewpoint of intervention and

from that of facilitative educational environments, the question

of contextual effects on ake-belleve is a crucial one. This,

then, is the second focus of the present study. Specifically,

what are some of the crit cal contextual variables affecting

the child's production of ake-bel eve?

Operational Definition of Play

Defining play is perhaps the m st difficult part of doing

play research. Millar reflects this when she says, "Play has

long been a linguistic wastepaper basket for behavior uhich

looks voluntary, but see s to have no obvious biological or

social function." The p esent study proposes both a definition

and a dichotomization of (child's) play into qualitatively

diffe ent typcs-cxploratory play and make-believe

Workers in the field would generally accept the following

criteria of play. Play behavior is neither routine nor self-

maintenance behavior. It is not instrumental behavi: , nor is

it competitive or achievement oriented. It often looks like

socially prescribed, institutionalized, or ritual behavior but

occurring outside of the context in which the behavior is

socially sanctioned and enforced ( .g., playi_g "house"). It

15



not games with rules since these are, developmentally, a

later play form. It is behavior that is intrinsically moti-

vated and non-goaled.

In Smith ork on the effe

11

of play apparatus size on

play behavior, he dichotomizes play along a sensorimo or

dimension, gross motor aetivity vs. fine manip'

Theory and research from a viewpoint different

suggests to this investigator that play also c

along a cognitive dimension. Piaget describes

1 tive skills.

from Smith's

n be dichotomized

one mode of play,

the activity of which is directed towards a not familiar object

or being with t e intent of understanding it. This he suggests

leads djrectly to a ( onvergent) cognitive experience and is

conspicuously adaptive. There is an obvious effort to nvesti-

gate, learn, and master. The manifest forms of this play mode

can be either a sensori otor exerc se or intellectual experiment.

This mode of play ean usefully be identified as exploratory

play.

Piaget opposes this exploratory mode to what he calls

symbolic play. I believe th s term "symbolic" is a misnomer,

for at other times Piaget argues that both modes in their pre-

operational forms are symbolic. The operative differentiating

word should b "t ans mation" which he too uses but never in

a generic sense. The symbolic or representational aspect of the

exploratory mode aids in effe ting a "solution"; whereas the

symbolic process involved in make-believe is a transformational

one that "expresses the knowing of the child" who uses objects

1 6
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or gestur-s in a manner not adapted to their "proper" function

but rather assimilated to the child's inner-motivated repre-

sentational activity. In short, Piaget contends that "(s)ymbolic

play is to practice ( _ploratory) play as representational

intelligence is to sensorimotor intelligence."

Piaget's argument is obviously complex and difficult to

encapsulate. However, an elegant experi-ent condu-ted by

Hutt (1966) concisely expresses the same ideas as Piaget does

in his vast study on play. Hutt found that when children are

placed in a room with a novel object their play behavior is

sequentially invariant. Fir-t_ the children explore the novel

object, i.e., their behavior is di ectional, goaled towards

"getting to know the properties f, and determined by the nature

of the object. Over a period of time, the object loses its

novelty for the children and the initial exploratory play shifts

to what HuVt has called "divergent" play. In this mode the

children are, in essence, asking, "What can I do with this

object?' -s opposed to the question which characterizes explora-

tory play, "What does this object do?" Further, Hutt states

that this divergent play (which is plainly make-believe) is

chara-terized by a "transformation of function response."

In short, then, the present otudy operationalizes explora-

tory play as that set of activities undertaken for the sake of

functional pleasure derived from motor activity or the feeling

of competence derived from intellectual mastery (or bothl.

Make-believe is conceptualized as pivoting on a fantasized t:e_e

1 7



involving the symbolic transformation of objects, si -uations,

and participants (that is, the taking of roles).
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NETHOD

Subjects

Subjects were 18 white middle class children (9 boys and

9 girls) from the day-care center at the Children's Research

Center ( o Institute of Child Behavior and Developr-ent) at the

Universi y of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana. For the most part,

the Ss were the ch-ldren of faculty, staff, and graduate stu-

dents. The age range was 3 years 2 months to 4 years 10 months,

with an average of 3 years 111/2 months. .The means for the boys

and girls were 3 years 11 months and 4 years, respectively.

All children who were expected to be in the classroom on

a regular basis during the six weeks of observations were

observed except one boy identified as a "problem" child.

second boy's data (the 20th child) was omitted from all analyses

because he was absent nearly 50% of the observation days.

P- ocedure

The children were observed during November and the beginning

of December in the morning during their free-play time, 8:30-

11:00. D _ing this time, the children _ere free to occupy

themselves as they chose, although there were occasions on which

a teacher or practicum student led a science lesson or the like.

These adult-led activities were not scored, since they did not

constitute free-play.

19
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The observa ional method used was a combination of a scan

technique and a odified focal child technique (Altrnarin, 1974).

The study focuses on "molar" (see Wright, 1967) behaviors as

opposed to "molecular" ones. Thus, two t-ained observers, each

watching one-half of the room (the room has a natural divider)

from the same observa-tion room, followed their respective focal

child for 30 seconds and recorded its behavior in the next 30

seconds. These 30 second intervals were indicated by tape-

recorded beeps.

The observers used a score sheet _see Appendix A) on -hich

they recorded (1) the focal child's na_e, (2) where she/he was,

3) the quality and quantity (:) h:r/his social behavior

(solitary/parallel/interactive) , and (4) the kind of activity

in -hich she/he was involved--thematic play, exploratory play,

aggression (non-playful), teacher-initiated student-teacher

interaction or student-initiated student-teacher interaction

and a characterization of that interaction, non-play peer inter-

action, and routine behavior (e.g., clean-up, snack-time). For

both forms of play thematic and exploratory) , the observers

recorded as much germane material as possible, such as roles,

theme, verbalizations, objects being manipulated, and so forth.

After this minute of observation-recording, the observer would

find another f'cal child in hi, (the observer's) assigned zone

and repeat the procedure. No child in a zone was recorded a

second time until all other children in that zone had been

recorded once.

2 0
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-Reliability

Inter-observer agreement on the categories of Area,

Social Context, and Behavior was from 86% to 92% between two

independent judges, the author and the respective undergraduate

assistants. The calculations were based on the number of agree-

ments divided by the total number of agreements and disagreements.
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RESULTS

Demographics of Free-play Behavi

Various histograms were constructed to present a broad

outline of the children's u e f their time during the self-

directed po_t -n of their day. Essentially, the first two

gnaphs (Figures 1 and 2) underscore the striking similarities

between how the boys and girls use their free-play time.

G rls appear to spend only a fraction more of their free time

playing than do the boys. Both sexes are spending fully

75-80% of their time playing. Fu- Lher, half their free ti e

spent in exploratory play, and a quarter of it is spent in

make-believe play. The "Other" behavioral category refers to

all "not-play" activitiesnon-playful aggression, various

types of teacher-student inter-ctions, non-play peer inter-

actions, and routine behaviors--and occupies little of the

children's time. When the children are playing, i.e., explora-

tory ake-believe play, they make-believe 31.5% of the time

(boys 30.91, girls = 32.30 and explore te other two-thirds

of the time (boys 69.1%, girls 67.3 ).

Since the day-care center was not a closed system, i.e.-

the children -ould go to two other rooms (one den-like, the

other a small gym) , there was no guarantee of equal observa-

tions for the two sexes. However, the total behavioral observa-

tions were quite close, girls comprising 52% of the total

behavioral units and boys 48%. Figures 3 and 4 directly compare

2 2
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the boys to the girls, not concealing the absol te frequency

differences between the two groups. Once again the distribution

of the sexes' activities is quite si ilar. Moreover, if the

mean percentages represented in the graphs are adjusted for the

52-48% discrepancy in total units observed for the sexes, then

the sex differences become even slighter for make-believe and

exploratory play.

At this point the author should state that in his jud-- ent

all percentages of make-believe cited are conservati-e ones.

This opinion is held for two reasons. First, the observers

were directed explicitly to be cautious in their scoring of

play as "make-believe" as opposed to "exploratory." The intent

was to guard against "contaminating" the observers' perceptions

with the author's obvious interest in make-believe vis-g-vis

exploratory play. Secondly, it is empirically challenging to

distinguish whether a child's moving a truck around and through

some blocks is a i-anifestation of an exploratory motor activity

or an expression of some theme in the child's head If the

child was playing alone and if there w- e no verbaliza_ions,

sound effects, or gestures, then the observers were told to

label the activity "exploratory" rather than "themati_
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Critics could ma shall the above evidence in arguing

against the strong area effects uncovered by the ANOVAs to be

cited later in the paper. Specifically, given that the block

and truck area and the arts/crafts area by their very nature

impose limitations on the observers' ability to identify make-

believe, then one could argue that the area effects on make-

believe are spurious because make-believe is e-- est to identi y

in the HH area. However, this is doubtful for several reasons.

First of all, the area effects were extremely strong, p .001.

Secondly, Omark (1972) argues that dyadic drawing of pre-

schoolers show a low incidence of thematic content. Finally,

the proportion of solitary make-believe scored in the B/T and

HH areas (fully one-third of all make-believe was observed in

these two areas) is quite high already ln the light of the many

studies (S ilansky, 1968; Piaget, 1931; Vygotsky, 1967) which

show the beginning of the ascendance of social play at this age.

Sex and Contextual Effec on Make-believe

Figure 5 compares the sexes within the various areas solely

on a make-believe measure. Since there were possible sex

differences between the household means and also bet .een the

block and truck means, the Mann-Whitney U test was used to

examine these differen es. In both cases, the null hypothesis

that there is equivalent use of the given area by ( "equal

attraction" of these areas for) boys and girls for make-believe

was accepted. For the HH area, z = 1.19 and was N.S.; for the

B/T area, z = 1.06 and was N.S.
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Collapsing the make-believe measures along the area dimen-

sion yields a 45 1%-boys to 54. girls differential. This

difference, too, was tested with the Mann-Whitney U and found

to be non-significant.

Aclusting for the original 52-48% difference in total number

observations of girls vs. boys shrinks the sex differences in

the B/T area, produces negligible changes in the HH and A/C

percentages, yields a small difference in "Other," and narrows

the overall gap between the amount of make-believe produced by

the girls and that produced by the boys. Tentatively, then,

could be concluded that there are no differences in the way the

sexes use their free-play time, no differences in the frequency

of their make-believe, and no diff--ences in their use of a

particular play area for make-believe.

Anal:sis of_ Variance -f Factors Affecting Play

To gain a more powerful ins ght into these relationships

between area, sex, and make-believe, the play data were

analyzed by BALANOVA with a split-plot design, A(sex) X B(area)

X C(Ss within A) . Make-believe was the dependent variable and

these scores were expressed as propo tions, make-believe

total play, where "play" is the a ount of make-believe plus

exploration. Since make-believe and exploratory play are

related in a binomial fashion, the dependent variable scores

were first subj cted to an arc-sin transformation. It was these

final transformed scores that wer_ analyzed by the BALANOVA

program.
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Two ANOVAs re computed, each based on -ifferently con-

structed proportions. In the first analysis, all individual

differences in terms of total frequency were factored out by

basi , the individual's four scores (HH, B/T, A/C, 0) on his/her

own total number of play units. This equalizes the total number

of observations for all children. As a result, this allows

one to ask the question, "Given that all 18 Ss were in the main

rcom the same amount of time, are there any significant sex

and/or area effects en their play behavio ?" Of course, treat-

ing the data in this way ob cures thL fact that in a natural

setting such as this multi-roomed day-care center no set of

children would be in one of a few rooms for the same amount of

time. The observed group of children was no exception.

In the second ANOVA, the frequency differences among the

children and between the sexes were included in the analysis

by basing each proportion on the total play behavior for all

the children combined.1 This allows one to examine the (natural)

differential attraction of various areas,rooms for different

idret and for the sexes. The question being asked of this

data was, "Given that all 18 Ss had complete freedom over their

choices of area and room (main room, den, gym), are there any

significant sex and/or area effects on their play behavior?"

1The raw data that ANOVA 11 is based upon is adjusted only
for days absent. That is, all Ss' frequencies were standardized
and based on a full 11 days present. Also, children not observed
in the main room more than two times on a given morning were
counted as absent. Absolutely no difference apoeared on this
latter adjustment between the boys and the girls. Obviously,
these adjustments were not necessary in ANOVA I since the use of
intra-individual proportions obviates this.
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ANOVA I. As predic ed there was not a significant main

of sex on make-bell ve F(1,16) 1.13, p 29. lso

a- predicted,

ke-believe was found, F(3,48) 32.08, p < .001. Fi -11y,

this first analysis of variance which the Ss' production

of make-believe was compared on a relative bas s (i.e., "Assum-

ing all children were in the room an equal amount of time,...")

revealed a Sex X Area interaction with borderline significance,

F(3,48) - 2.46, p = .074.

A subsequent examination of tne simple ef cc s showed that

one of four areas, "Other," had a differential effect on the

sexes, F(1,64) =- 5.10, p < .05. A comparison of the means,

boys 5.41 and girls 3.24, indicates that boys used the

least structured area in the clas o (i.e. , "Other") for make-

believe for a greater proportion of their total play time than

did the girls. This led to the conclusion that when boys are

playing in the main room they would be found to spend a areater

portion of their to al play time making-believe in the least

structured areas of this room than would the girls. The girls,

then, tend to use this unstructured area more for exploratory

play.

27

ng environmental effect on the producti n

The test of simple effects also indicates strong effects

by Area on girls, F(3,48) = 54.43, and for boys, F(3,48) 46 84,

both with p < .001. This re-emphasizes the fact that different

areas have vastly di ferent potential for generating make-believe.

The implications of this finding become clearer in ANOVA II.
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ANO 7 In this anelysis the data wer examined in
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-ir purest fe in tLfl of natural-aes:-,. Frequency differ-

ences among the Ss and ben,. con the sox t. ware left intact. The

data wLre adjusted only for days absent.

Again, no main effect for sex was found. In fact, F < 1.0.

And, as in ANOVA I, a strong area effect was revealed, F(1,16) -

25.26, < .001. However, this second analysis demonstrated no

Sex X Arca interaction. This res lt, of cou se, makes the

interpr tat on of the main effects quite straightforward. In

its simplest f TTI, the conclusion could be represented by

Figure 6. This graph indicates that, since ANOVA II exhibits

no main effect for sex, then one may conclude that when child-

ren of either sex had free-play time the- would spend their

make-believe time among the areas i the fashion depi.ted in

Figure 6.

It is quite striking to find no sex differences in the

use of these areas in the main room for make-believe, especially

since this data allow for the possibility of a differential

attraction by the gym and the small den-like room. However,

no such differential appears to exist. Thus, the -a n room

with its specific materials and content areas appears to have

an equal attraction for the boys and for the girls. Moreover

and more importantly, the four play areas in the main room each

have different "make-believe eliciting potentials" which,boys

and girls both respond to in a very similar manner.
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Schef method was used to test which of these diff r-

ences between t 17 Area means were signi cant:

Table 1

Comparison of Differences among Area Means
by Scheffe's Method

Area

(2.01)

(6.67)

(8.65

R (15.41)
2

R(B/T)_ _

4.66

(0)

6.64

1.98

RAHH)
2

13.40

8.74

6.76

It was found that S 0.167 with a p < .001, therefore all six

pairwise comparisons are highly significant. Consequently,

all four areas have s gnificantly different make-believe

eliciting potentials. Furthermore, the Hli area elicits

almost twice as much make-believe as any other area (see Figure

6). Th s d fference is shown to be highly signific-nt and,

thus, of great consequence.
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Social Factors and Their Effects
on Free-time Behavior

One reac ion to the above findings might be that the

rong main effect for Area exists, at least in part, becau e

of different opportunities for social interaction in the

various areas. That is, it could be hypothesized that the

significant effect of area r flects not the structural differ-

ences of the four play areas but rather varying opportun'ties

for social interaction in them. Consequently, if an analysis

of the data showed that, for example, the household area

ge erated or supported proportionally more social behavior

overall than the block and truck area, then one might infer

that the contextual effects on make-believe, too, were of a

social nature rather than of a structural one.

A Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test was performea

in order to examine this question. All behavior (make-believe

exploratory play other) in the block and truck and household

areas was scored in terms of its solitary or social nature.

"Soci 1 scores" were given each child in the two areas. This

social score was derived by subtracting the number nof solitary

behavioral events from the soci 1 behavioral events. The diff

ence (d) between the scores was calculated as HH minus B/T

Scor s

The null hypothesis was that the same relative opportunity

for social interaction was present in the block and truck area

as in the household area. The difference was not statistically
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significant (T = 44, p 5 .05 for N = 18). Thus, the hi-hly

gnif cant area effects fo nd in the ANOVA are _ _re likely

due to the structural differences between the areas than to

any difference of opportunity for social inte action.

Given that there is no difference in the distribution of

Social behavior that occurs in the B/T and HH areas, the

question of a difference in the social nature of just make-

believe behavior in these two areas rem= A finding of no

difference w uld suggest that equivalent opportunities for

social interaction across all behaviors in both areas transfers

in a simple linear fashion to make-believe. One would infer

from this that children prefer the sa e admixture of social:

solitary activities regardless of area or type of activity.

In fact, the results of a Wilcoxon test (T = 18, p < .01

for N 17) force o e to reject the above hypothesis. The

fact that there is a significant difference in the social

nature of make-believe in the two areas but not in overall

opportunity for soc al interaction, suggests that one of the

areas elicit- pr portionally more s cio-dramatic play (vis-d-vis

solitary mak -believe) than the other. An inspection of the

means in Table 2 indicates that it is the household area which

generates proportionally more social make-believe than the

block and truck area. Furthermore, this difference in social

interaction between the two areas and between types of behavior

implies that the type of behavior engaged in determines to some

extent the social configuration in which children will be f und.
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That is, thesa children do not prefer the same admixture of

social:solitary behavior regardless area or type of activity.

An obvious conclusion to be drawn from this is well illustrated

by Table 2. Make believe, especially in the household area,

elicits a greater prop tion (and in absolute te s ) of social

interaction than the other types of behavior and the other area.

Table 2

Means for the Social Nature of Activities,
Categorized by Type of Behavior and Area

Make-believe

B T

Solitary:Social

Exploratory Other

BIT HH

112 25

Solita yiSocial
1

42
.

104

Solitary:Social Solitaryli Social

45 40 68 37
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DIsCUSSION

The Implications of the Findings
on Sex Effect

The startling similariti s found between the sexes are

certainly among the more interesting results of this natural-

istic study of free-play time behavior in preschoolers.

Not only do both sexes equally apportion all their types of

free-play time behavior and show the same amount of make-

believe overall, but they found to identically utilize a

given area for make-believe. Tis means, for example, that

boys use the household area for make-believe as much as girls

do a d that girls use the block and truck area for make-believe

as u h as boys do.

Irnslieations for a General Theory o_ Play

The findings reflect back on the body of theory and

research upon which the initial prediction was based. It as

asserted that, if in fact make-believe is a primary behavior

modality in child development, one should expect to find

s xual syn etry in the production of this play form. The

confirmati n of the assertion adds credibility to the body of

work which argues for the primacy of make-believe. A finding

-f sex equivalence along any dimension is such a rarity these

days that its occurrence is sobering and should, at least

nit ally, be attributed some consequence.
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Lack of Su.port for a Modelling Theory

The stability of the data in terms of its sex si ilarities

would seem to disconfirm various modelling hypotheses posited,

most notably, by Smilansky (1968) and Feitelson and Ross (1973).

Smilansky's findings have been refuted convincingly elsewhere

(Eifermann, 1971) . Feitelson and Ross' contention that modelling

is a necessary condition for the appearance of make-believe in

all children is questionable, too. It is difficult to reconcile

striking parallels between the sex s for play behaviors with a

modelling hypothesis. How can this theoretical perspective

meaningfu2ly accommodate the fact that boys use the household

area for thematic play as much as girls do? Furthermore, the

logic of the study is faulty. They compare four groups 'low'

in make-believe: (1) directly tutored in make-believer

(2) tutored in music, (3) left alone with toys, and (4) cont ol.

They contend that a finding merely of significant improvement

in make-believe for the former group and of none for the latter

three groups is compelling evidence upon which to eoncl de

"that modelling is an esse tial prerequisite for the acquisition

of the mode of behavior usually called symbolic or thematic

play." _he reasoning is feeble.

Educational Implications

Results showing no sexual differences in the use of play

areas and the obvious predominance of the household area in the

elicitation of make-believe have important educational
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implications. One might predict that, given contemporary

sexual politics, a 'progressive' pre-school teacher might

choose to de-emphasize the use of a block and truck area, a d,

perhaps, even completely dismantle a household area. One

inference to be made from this study on play is that dis-

mantling the household area might have a catastrophic effect

on the production of make-believe. In fact, an informal look

at the just beginning second phase of this ongoing study on

play indicates that at least one group of 'progressive' pre-

school teachers was inclined to disassemble the area and that

such a disassemblement markedly reduced the frequency of make-

believe. Given the importance of make-believe in all realms

of child development, such a strategy hardly seems prudent.

Upon closer examination, though, the above thoughts and

observations really beg the question. One must ask whether the

make-believe generated by the household area serves to reify

rigid and constraining, sex-stereotyped behaviors. The other

possibility is that the reification is only a secondary out-

come, at best, of some broad- and more important social

development.

Stone (1965) has suggested that drama, of which make-believe

is a unique suborder, is fundamental for the child's development

of a conception of self as an individual different from but

related to other individuals. To establish his/her own 'separate

identify, the child must literally get outside of himself and

apprehend tha' self from other perspectives, many of which depend

& 1
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upon counter-identities, for example, man-woman, parent-child,

teacher-student, for their establishment and maintenance.

Make-believe provides a prime vehicle for the achievement of

these perspectives.

Consequently, by taking the role of the contrastive other,

the child gains a reflected view of himself as different from

but related to that other; he decente-- as it -ere. Stone is

suggesting, then, that the child ultimately and optimally

resolves his own identity through the use of a multitude of

triangulations: one of the vertices is the child's of-the-

moment self, the second vertex is the contrastive other, and

the third is very muCh directed and finally positioned by the

fir-t two. Hypothetically, the third vertex contributes to a

newly differentiated and equilibrated self.

Drawing on Bateson's work (1.956), it could be summarized

that the fundamental issue here is not that the child learns

how to be the archetypal male or female while playing such roles

in the household area, but that she/he learns that there is

such a thing as a rple. She/he is not learning a pa_:ticular

style but is learning stylistic flexibility (via the triangula-

tions) and the fact that the choice of style is related to the

frame and context of behavior. The child is cradually decipher-

ing her/his culture's system of context-boundedness which

Bateson (and more recently, Coffman, 1974) believe is the

fundamental system in any society--the system of stratification

of contexts and categories. Paradoxically, this theory would
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predict that the degree of an individual's sex-role fixity is

inversely related to that individual's use of make-believe.

In conclusion, a -trong 'argument can be made, based upon

the above view and those presented in the paper's introduction,

for counseling teachers and parents not to discourage or pro-

hibit the use of these seemingly sex-typed materials; roles,

or themes in their children's make-believe. For discouraging

such use may, in effect, greatly reduce the child's use of

make-believe overall and yield effects exactly the opposite of

those desired. Let it be made explicit, though, that thewhole

question of the relationship between make-believe and the

reification of sex roles and role flexibility is in need of

investigati-n.

T e One Difference Between the Sexes

Some consideration should be given to the one'difference

found bet een the sexes. 1 ANOVA I indicates that when the

children's play behavior is compared on a relative basis, the

Other area elicits proportionally more make-believe from boys

than from girls. Given that this area is for the most part a

collection of non-areas, for example, counter tops, materials

l
Because the level of significance (p < .05) of the

simple effect described is much less significant than'that
seen for the overall area main effect (p < .001), the finding
might be discounted altogether. This view is supported, to
some extent, by the lack of a significant interaction in ANOVA
II. Hopefully, the heuristic value of the finding is enough
to justify the discussion.
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shelves, etc., but predominantly open floor space, then two

possible explanations for the sex differences suggest them-

selves.

One possibility is that the Other area supports and

generates more gross motor kinds of activities. Although it

was not tested, boys' make-believe seems to involve more gross

motor activity than girls' such as cops and robbers, cowboys

and Indians, monsters, super- an, fireman, and the like.

Girls, when they did use the area, would often place two

chairs in some open space and pretend something like "taking-

a-trip-to-Chicago." This is a sedentary use of the area.

When the girls were motorically active in the area it would

involve, for example, being animals (bunnies hopping) or a

walking trip to the store.

The other possibility is that there is something about the

lack of structure in the area which in and of itself affects

the sexes differently. That is, either a lack of structure

attracts the boys' fantasies more than the girls' or it has

some adverse effect on the girls that it does not have on the

boys; for instance, a lack of structure could be more threaten-

ing to girls than it is to boys. Whatever the reasons for the

difference,'an important research question is suggested by

these speculations. The question could be placed usefully within

the context of the open vs. traditional classroom controversy.

Specifically, sinc- one significant dimension along which these
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two types of classrooms can be differentiated is 'structure'

in terms of both space and time, then a matter of considerable

importance is the way in which children are differentially

affected by varying degrees of temp -o-spatial structure.

The Implications of the Findings on Area Effects
for Education, Intervention, and Experimentation

One valuable approach to the data is to ask, "What do

these findings suggest about the possible parameters of the

'opti al make-believe environment?'" The results are most

explicit for tne block and truck area and the household area.1

Of importance to educators is the household area's influ-

ence on make-believe. Fifty percent of all make-believe

generated occurs in that area. Moreover, much of the fantasy

acted out in the block and truck area and the arts and crafts

area is thematically si ilar to that of the HH area. Many

house and family themes arise in the B/T area, and such

activities as making and baking appetizers (clay) appear in

the A/C area. Furthermore, the RH area supports, proportionally,

.two times as much sociodramatic play (i.e., social make-believe)

as the B/T area and four times as much in absolute terms (see

Table 2).

1The BIT and HH areas were focused on because (1) Of their
supposed sexually stereotyped characteristics, (2) they are the
best defined areas in the room in terms of structure and
materials, and (3) two-thirds of all make-believe occurred in
the two areas.
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However, what the quality of these social interactions

might be (i.e., cooperative vs. antagonistic) is unanswerable

with the data presented. In the author's opinion, it appears

that very little aggressive behavior occurred between the

players within an established, ongoing pretend sequence.

Rather, antagonistic behaviors were sometimes exhibited when

(1) an unwanted "intruder" attempted to gain entry to an on-

going sequence, and this would trigger a territorial reaction

on the part of the players, or when (2) children would first

come together and begin to assign roles and activities to

one another, and this would sometimes produce disagreements and

refractory behavior. Consequently, in future research it might

be valuable to evaluate make-believe in terms of a social

measure and In terms of the overall 'success' or 'failure' of

the initiation process.

Another characteristic of make-believe as it occurs in a

naturalistic setting would be relevant for the planning of

intervention techniques and for experi_ental or quasi-

experimental designs. Make-believe, during the pre-school

years, becomes predominantly a social affair. The mean size

of a make-believe play group in the HH and B/T areas was 2.14

for boys and 1.93 for girls. This is an important consideration

for those psychologists trying to create as natural and as

optimal an environment for make-believe as possible, whether it

be for the purpose of intervention or for that of experimentation.

As the discussion about competence vs. performance has illustrated
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in recent years, situational va_iables can often be the key to

tapping the individual's true potential on whatever task or

measure.

The present study measures only performance and cannot

establish much about individual differences for make-believe

in terms of high and low levels of competence. To be able to

identify the children that are truly low on make-believe skills

and those truly high would be of great interest. Then one

would be able to explore the reasons for one child's competence

and another's deficiencies. An example of the complexities

involved in the perfor ance-co. petence problem is illuStrated

by one of the autho- observations: P was observed during

the autho 's very first mornLg at the day-care center. The

girl was playing in the B/T area with two boys and being frus-

trated by them. They were excluding her, destroying her

constructions, and being verbally aggressive. After each rebuff,

she would implement-an effective and adaptive response (compro-

mises, functionally), for example, by including the negative

stimulus in a positive way in her building and general theme.

When the six weeks of observations had ended, it had

become apparent that neither her flexibility and sophisticated

compro ises nor her rich fantasy productions had ever appeared

again. She did not rate as a high performer in the final

analysis, even though the behaviors she displayed on the first

day of observation were structurally and functionally equivalent

to those used by most of the children ranked highest on perform-

ance. In addition, this child, who at first glance appeared

17
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strikingly mature for her age, was perceived by her teachers

as refractory and mischievious.

One fundamental problem in need of resolution, then, is

how to determine which children are low performers and why.

The example above suggests that the answer will not always be

one of lack of competence. This child clearly was competent.

Another child, the lowest performer of the 18 Ss,exhibited a

fertile imagination in other settings. Was he not develop-

mentally ready to participate in social make-believe? He

tried time and again, although unsuccessfully, to.initiate

such interaction. He also had a large vocabulary and seemed

cognitively precocious, so a cognitive deficit hypothesis'

seems implausible. Based on the author's observations, a more

likely explanation appears to be that the child was perceived

as strange by his peers.

Another child was rated quite low on performance, but when

he was observed in a quasi-experimental setting, it was obvious

that the boy was extremely competent in make-believe skills.

Interviews with his teachers confi- _ed this observation and

served to explain the ostensible contradiction: he pre=erred

the gym for his make-believe.

short, some of the broad outlines of what constitutes

the natural and opti al environment for make-believe.have been

'Others have argued this convincingly in the case of lower
class black children (Sigel, 1970) and in that of certain immi-
grant populations in Israel (Eifermann, 1971).
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sketched in ter-s of certain sexual, structural, and social

parameters. W thin this context, other issues have been

raised. (1) Differences between competence and performance

need to be identified in the children's make-believe.

(2) Assuming this can be done, a search should be conducted

for the explanations of low competence and or performance.

That is, what are the facilitative strategies and behaviors

used by the successful make-believer, and why do some childr n

show deficits? GO Finally, implicit in the entire discussion

is the question, "How does the educator or interventionist

experimenter construct an environment that is even more

facilitative and even more 'optimal?'" These problems are all

being pursued in the ongoing study of make-believe play.
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APPENDIX A

OBSERVATION SHEET

Time Child Area Social Context Behavior

0 - .5 P B/T I (x2), i.e.,
playing with
two others

TA
s

: she

sought the
teacher's
attention by
climbing on
her lap.

1 - 1.5 BI HH S Th: puts on a
policeman's
hat and direct
traffic.

2 - 2.5 AM Z

(zone)
I (xl) Th: she & A

are in a "car"
going to the
drive-in.

3 - 3.5 E A/C S Expl.: making
various shapes
with the
playdoh.

4 - 4.5 S B/T P R (routine):
putting blocks
away with RK.

5 - 5.5

50
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